
Principal’s Report   October 31st 2018 

Wednesday Wrap 
 
What’s on at DCPS 

 

 
5/11 
Curriculum day 
NO students at school 
 
6/11 
Melbourne cup day 
public holiday 
 
9/11 
PFT Barefoot bowls 
 
12/11 
First foundation 2019 
transition session  
 
19/11 
Foundation transition 
Prep 2019 info night 
 
21/11—23/11 
HPV 
 
26/11 
Foundation transition 
 
30/11 
PFT Special lunch 
 
3/12 
Foundation Transition 
 
11/12 
Grade 6 graduation 
 
17/12 
Carols night at school 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

21/12 
Final day of school for 
2018—1.30pm finish 

Diamond Creek Primary School 

17 Clyde Street 

Diamond Creek   3089 

www.diamondcreekps.vic.edu.au 

9438 1108 

diamond.creek.ps@edumail.vic.gov.au 

As we move closer toward the completion of another wonderful year at Dia-

mond Creek Primary School, the teachers are beginning to reflect upon the in-

credible growth in our children as they prepare to glide their pens over paper (or 

their hands over keyboards) to write the end year student reports. 

Each year we are delighted with the results of our children’s learning and the 

growth in each child’s ability and their personal achievements that we are able 

to clearly recognise. One of the secrets to that success is that we teach to each 

child’s needs – we call that ‘differentiating the learning’. Our parent helpers see 

this every day in the varied group arrangements operating in the classrooms in 

English and Mathematics, we also see it in the opportunities offered in the spe-

cialist areas where the dances the children do in performing arts are individual-

ised, as is each unique art piece for example - one short trip into the office foyer 

is proof of that! 

Differentiation can occur in many different ways. Teachers might differentiate or 

vary the content the children are learning, or the process they use as they partic-

ipate in the activities, or the products they create, or the learning spaces such as 

the classroom or specialist facility set-up, and even the use of our day-to-day as-

sessment. Our flexible groupings makes this a very successful approach to teach-

ing and learning and one that we are proud to say is firmly entrenched in the 

learning here at Diamond Creek Primary School. There is truly something special 

for each child in every class. This is thanks to the dedication of each teacher, no 

matter their level of experience or the amount of time they have spent at our 

school. We work as a teaching team, sharing our knowledge and strategies and 

skills to ensure this ‘best fit’ curriculum for each individual child. 

Differentiating the learning for our children ensures each child receives this per-

fect ‘fit’ when it comes to their learning challenges in all areas of the curriculum, 

which means they are interested and excited to learn. Again, a walk through the 

classrooms is sure evidence of this as you hear the excitement and see the smiles 

of the children at all age levels enjoying the activities they are captivated with 

and engrossed in.  

Differentiation is part of our whole school approach to learning and teaching 

and is an expectation of all teachers at the school. We have developed a strong 

set of expectations of this type to cater for the needs of our children which 

means that no matter which teacher they have they will be treated to a ‘just 

right’ curriculum for them. This provides the engagement and challenge for all 

children to want to learn and strive to do their very best – living proof of our 

school value of “Striving for Excellence”.  

 

Hope Your Day’s a Diamond, 

Helen Micallef 

Principal 

 



PUPIL FREE DAY 

A reminder to all of our families that next Monday (November 5th, the day before Cup Day) is a pupil-free 

day, meaning that our children do not attend school for the day.  The teachers will be hard at work contin-

uing their preparations for, and commencing, their report writing.  

Of course the following day, Tuesday November 6th is Melbourne Cup Day, which is a public holiday in Mel-

bourne. This means our school will be closed to our students on the Monday and the Tuesday, providing a 

great chance for a lovely long weekend for our families. Then we will see all of our children back at school 

and ready for further learning on Wednesday November 7th.  

 

CAMPING PROGRAM COMPLETE 

This last week in particular was of fun for the children. Our camping program for 2018 is now officially com-

plete after the Foundation breakfast, the extensive camping day full of outdoor activities, and then 

topped off by the grade 1 and 2 dinner and the grade 2 sleepover last Friday. What a brilliant day for de-

veloping the children’s independence, their ability to work together in teams, their confidence and their 

responsibility for their learning, and in a very different way to the usual at school.  My heartfelt thanks to the 

junior teaching team for the many, many hours of preparation for each of these components to the day, 

and especially to the grade 1.2 teachers for being prepared to sleep over night to enable this fabulous 

experience for the grade 2 children. To Ms Ford, Ms Kiely, Ms Pollard, Mrs Gordon, Ms Rinderhargen, Mrs 

Minnelli, Mr Tassone and Ms Radovic a HUGE ‘thank you’ to you all.  

 

PARENT INFORMATION EVENING MATHEMATICS 

We have our maths consultant returning to school this week to work with our 

children and teachers, and then again in a few weeks’ time. Michael Ymer 

will also be conducting a parent information evening on Tuesday, November 

27th – so please ensure that date is firmly marked in your diary – this is a MUST 

for all parents! Further information will be sent out closer to the event.  

CHILD SAFE  - REMINDER 

 

Ensuring the safety and wellbeing of our children is our highest priority. Our school is a safe place for 

our children, and all of our staff members, including the Principal, the teachers and the education 

support staff, work hard to protect our children from abuse and neglect.  

We comply with the Child Safe Standards (introduced in 2016), which build on the existing processes 

and on our already staunch commitment to ensuring the safety or each of our children at Diamond 

Creek Primary School. 

Schools are responsible for keeping children safe. Each of our children has the right to be safe and 

protected, including at school. It is important that you feel confident that your child is safe and well-

cared for at our school.  

On our school website you have access to our Child Safe Documents relating to the Child Safe Stand-

ards. They include: 

A philosophy outlining the strategies we use to embed a Child Safe culture and who is responsible 

for the school achieving these strategies, 

The school’s Child Safe Policy including our statement of commitment to child safety 

A code of conduct outlining clear expectations and appropriate behaviours for all those people 

who operate within the school environment 

Procedures for reporting suspected child abuse 

Part of the Child Safe initiative is the requirement that all of our parent helpers have a current Working 

With Children Check. If you would like to assist at school next year and you don’t have a Working With 

Children Check or your current Working With Children Check is due to expire and so needs renewal, it 

may be advisable to set about this task sooner rather than later. Waiting till the busy Christmas and 

holiday period to do this job may cause you to forget and therefore delay your chance to assist at 

school.   



SCHOOL PROCEDURES FOR THE BUSHFIRE SEASON 

As we move through Spring and before we know it, into Summer, it is evident that it is SO very dry, so we need 

to remember our School Procedures for The Bushfire Season. With most of us enjoying our homes in our mag-
nificent leafy surrounds this is a timely reminder for us all. 

Fire danger ratings and warnings are used in Victoria to provide clear direction on the safest options for preserving 

life. Schools and children’s services listed on the DET Bushfire At-Risk Register (BARR) will be closed when a Code 

Red fire danger-rating day is determined in their Bureau of Meteorology district.   

As we are in the beautiful, green, heavily treed, bushy area of Diamond Creek our school (along with all those 

in the area) has been identified for may years now as a school at high bushfire risk and is listed on the BARR 

(Bushfire At-Risk Register) and therefore will be closed on days determined by fire authorities to be Code Red. 

Where possible, we will provide parents with up to four days’ notice of a potential Code Red day closure by 

SMS or letter or on COMPASS (so its vital that all families have their Compass App up and running please).   

A Code Red day will be determined by the Emergency Management Commissioner no later than 1.00 pm 

the day before the potential closure.  Once we are advised of the confirmation of the Code Red day we will 

provide you with advice before the end of the school day as to whether or not the closure will go ahead. So 
please be diligent with checking school bags for notes and checking your messages on the phone designat-

ed as receiving school’s SMS messages and by always checking your Compass push outs. Please ensure that 

your contact details, phone numbers and email addresses, are always up-to-date and act quickly to inform 

school the moment they may change.  

Once confirmed, the decision to close will not change, regardless of improvements in the weather forecast.  This is 

to avoid confusion and help families plan alternative care arrangements for their children.  It is important to note 

that: 

 No staff will be on site on days where the school is closed due to a forecast Code Red day, as this would 

place them in danger, and they will more than likely be enacting their own fire plans for their own homes and 

families. 

 Out-of-school-hours care will also be cancelled on these days 

School camps will be cancelled if a Code Red fire danger-rating day is determined for the Bureau of Meteorology 

district in which the camp is located. 

As we live in a bushfire-prone area, the CFA advise that when Code Red days are forecast, the safest option is for 

residents / families to leave the night before or early on the morning of the Code Red day. On these days families 

are encouraged to enact their Bushfire Survival Plan – on such days children should never be left at home or in the 
care of older children.  

As part of preparing our school for potential hazards such as fire, we have updated and completed our preventa-

tive measures and emergency management planning. And this is what parents can do: 

 Make sure your family’s bushfire survival plan is up-to-date and includes alternative care arrangements in the 

event that our school is closed. 

 Ensure we have your current contact details, including your mobile phone numbers.  Keep in touch with us by 

reading our newsletters, by checking our website and by talking to your child’s teacher or any other teacher 

about our emergency management plans. 

 Most importantly at this time of year, if you’re planning a holiday or short stay in the bush or in a coastal area, 

you should check warnings in advance of travel and remain vigilant during your stay. 

 If your child is old enough, talk to them about bushfires and your family’s bushfire survival plan. 

You can access more information about school closures on the Department of Education and Training website -  

http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/pages/closures.aspx 

For up-to-date information on this year’s fire season, visit the CFA website at www.cfa.vic.gov.au or call the 24-

hour Victorian Bushfires Information Line on 1800 240 667. 

As far as other potential emergencies are concerned, our school is well documented in the processes we will 

follow, and does practise, as recommended, the procedures we need to enact in the event of a variety of 

situations that may present. This is of course to ensure as best we can, that all those members of our school 

community at school at the time are as safe as can be.  

I would urge you to ensure you have your own emergency plans at home, including your fire plan, to ensure 

your family in the home situation is also as safe as can be. 

http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/pages/closures.aspx
http://www.cfa.vic.gov.au


GRADE FORMULATIONS FOR 2019 

We have moved into our organisation for 2019 and formulating the grades is a part of that pro-

cess. Thank you to all parents who put their thoughts re their child/ren’s placements into writing for 

the staff to consider, or who came in to see me over the past week. The final date for that has 

been and gone, so no more correspondence on that now please, as our process to determine 

the grades is now firmly underway.  

 

I have noticed that some parents extended their requests to include an application for a specific 

grade composite - some requesting for example, a 5.6 over a 4.5 for their child if these combina-

tions were going to be part of the school structure next year. Unfortunately we cannot take that 

type of request – it simply increases the variables unreasonably, and so makes the task of creating 

the grades way too difficult, especially when these composite requests conflict with other more 

serious and urgent submissions from parents. 

 

The introduction of the 4.5 class to our classroom line up was made two years ago to ease the 

numbers in each of the classes. Without this we would have grades 3.4s, and 5.6s with in excess of 

30 children and that simply would not do! The 4.5 class is no different to any other and is most cer-

tainly NOT inferior to a grade 5.6. In general the children in the 5.6 are NOT more mature or more 

capable than the grade 5 children in the 4.5, and by the same token the children in the 4.5 are 

NOT deemed to be more capable or more mature than the 4s in the grade 4.5. 

 

The way that we teach our children these days is to establish what they understand and can do in 

each area of the curriculum, and then develop their individual plans for learning from that; so 

each child is actually receiving the challenge that is perfect for them, regardless of the actual 

grade level they are in.  The actual grade (composite structure) a child is in has no bearing on 

their learning, as they will all be striving toward, and supported for personal improvement. It is vast-

ly different to when most of you (our parents) were at primary school and you were taught the ex-

act same thing as every other child in your grade.  

 

What we can be sure of each year is that generally, a child in Foundation will go into grade 1, a 

child in grade 1 will go into 2, a child in grade 3 will go into 4 … a child in grade 5 will go into 6.  

This will happen, and the combinations around that progression will have no bearing on the chil-

dren’s learning. We should not expect that a grade 4 child in a 3.4, moves into a 5.6 – a child in 

grade 4 actually moves into a grade 5 and the composite structure of the grade is simply based 

around the numbers, NOT the learning.  

 

So if you placed a request for a certain composite structure and not another, I am sorry to say, 

that will not be a major consideration for the teachers as they make up the grades, as there are 

other issues which definitely take precedence over that. If you happen to get the composition you 

would have liked in addition to other requests, then that will be good luck rather than manage-

ment, as the teachers will definitely not be able to consider the composite combination as a prior-

ity request.  

 

When the teachers construct the grades, they will consider learning needs, social issues, medical 

needs, and striking a balance in the grades in a myriad of ways in ach area/team.  



Marvellous Maths in Grades 5 and 6! 

We have been working on our Architects Puzzles!  We needed to plan, design, draw our 

own court.  The concepts covered in this topic included shape, measurement, money 

and budgeting.  It was a great activity supporting out beliefs at DCPS that all students 

can reach high levels in maths! 

 




